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A B S T R A C T 

Antibiotics, hailed as miraculous remedies against microbes, have been extensively utilized for therapeutic and prophylactic purposes in various sectors, including 

agriculture and animal husbandry. However, the rise of antibiotic resistance poses a significant challenge, often unnoticed by the public. This review delves into 

the public's practices concerning the disposal and storage of unused or expired antibiotics, examining their awareness of antibiotic resistance, regulations, and 

associated challenges. As the market continues to introduce numerous drugs daily for diverse ailments, the responsible disposal of these medications becomes 

crucial due to their chemical nature, turning toxic upon expiration. While the USFDA has implemented a 'drug take back program' to prevent environmental 

contamination, a similar initiative is lacking in India, leading to problems such as improper drug disposal through burning, flushing, or discarding, causing 

environmental pollution. The review identifies a concerning increase in antibiotic resistance, rendering infections like pneumonia, tuberculosis, and gonorrhea more 

challenging to treat. The indiscriminate use of antibiotics is a primary driver of microbial resistance, contributing to a limited repertoire for treating multidrug-

resistant bacterial infections and resulting in elevated morbidity and mortality. Existing literature underscores the insufficient knowledge among the population 

regarding antibiotic resistance. Therefore, there is a pressing need to educate the public on the proper disposal of antibiotics, promote drug take-back programs, and 

address the issue of antimicrobial resistance. 
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1. Introduction  

Addressing the responsible use of medications is essential, and the improper disposal of pharmaceuticals that are unused, stored, or expired poses a 

significant issue [1]. A large portion of medication users lacks awareness of proper disposal methods, leading them to flush or discard their unwanted and 

expired medicines [2]. This inappropriate disposal results in contamination of the environment, affecting landfills, water supplies, and drains, with potential 

toxic effects on humans, animals, and marine life [3]. Literature underscores the detrimental health impacts on humans, animals, and aquatic life due to 

improperly disposed medicines [3]. Therefore, proper medicine disposal is a crucial aspect of managing medications. 

In line with the concerns mentioned, the World Health Organization has developed a practical guide focusing on Health Care Waste Management, which 

includes guidelines for the disposal of unused and expired medicines [4]. It is emphasized that leftover antibiotics should be disposed of appropriately. 

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) provides guidelines for the safe disposal of unused medications, including antibiotics [5]. However, it remains 

unknown whether healthcare providers offer clear instructions for the disposal of leftover antibiotics or how parents dispose of antibiotics remaining from 

their children's prescriptions. Leftover antibiotics may be stored for future use, either by the original patient or others for whom the antibiotics were not 

prescribed. Recent studies indicate that parents in the United States often retain leftover antibiotics and share them without consulting a physician, 

potentially contributing to antimicrobial resistance and adverse drug consequences [6, 7]. Moreover, antibiotics may be improperly disposed into the 

environment, with rural water supplies showing detectable antibiotic residues from direct disposal by surrounding residents [8], and reclaimed water used 

for irrigation containing low-level antibiotic concentrations even after treatment [9]. This unregulated environmental exposure has the potential to impact 

the resistance profiles of soil microbiota, which are crucial potential sources of human pathogens, thereby significantly affecting human and animal health 
[10]. 

Medicines play an integral role in the healthcare system, with millions of people taking them daily for various purposes. Expired drugs, unused, or 

unwanted medicines may accumulate due to non-adherence, excessive storage of over-the-counter medication, or disuse of drugs [11-14]. Common methods 

employed by the general population to dispose of these medications include throwing them into the dustbin or other locations, burning, and flushing them 

into the sink or toilet [15-17].  
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1.1 Disposal Methods: 

1. Throwing into Dustbin: 

- This is a prevalent but inappropriate method where individuals discard medications into the dustbin or store them at home when no longer 

needed. 

- The attractive packaging of medications designed for better patient compliance poses a risk, as children or pets may ingest expired or unused 

medicines, leading to potential toxicity or poisoning. 

- Disposing medications in waste bins ultimately leads to landfills, contributing to environmental and health hazards [11,18]. 

2. Burning: 

- Burning is another improper disposal method where medications, being chemical compounds, are either organic or inorganic. 

- The act of burning releases various chemical pollutants into the atmosphere, posing dangers to inhalation. 

- Serious issues such as drug toxicity, drug resistance, and even sudden death due to poisoning conditions may arise from burning medications 
[12]. 

3. Flushing into Sink or Toilet: 

- This method is commonly used for liquid medicines that are unused or expired. 

- Flushing medications down sinks or toilets contaminates water sources, with studies reporting excessively high levels of drug residues in 

water bodies, leading to microbial resistance [19,20]. 

- Research indicates the presence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria and genes in water treatment plants, suggesting a potential link between 

improper drug disposal and treatment failure [12]. 

- While the chances of toxicity are lower due to dilution, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (USFDA) acknowledges it as an alternative 

method for certain medicines, particularly centrally acting ones, if a drug take-back system is unavailable [12]. 

1.2 Environmental Consequences and Solutions: 

Drug Take Back Programme: 

- The Drug Take Back Programme, initiated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), aims to provide a safe, convenient, and responsible 

means of disposing prescription drugs. 

- On designated "drug-take back days," authorized collectors from the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) collect unused, unwanted, or 

expired medications from the public. 

- Despite its success in collecting over 200 pounds of unused medications, the program is not effectively functional in India, contributing to improper 

drug disposal [14,15,17]. 

Environmental Impact in India: 

- Improper methods of disposal, such as throwing, burning, or flushing, prevalent in Indian households, lead to hazardous effects on nature and life, 

including accidental poisoning, drug abuse, drug resistance, toxicities, and death. 

- With India's population surpassing 135 crores, widespread adoption of these practices poses a significant threat to public health and safety. 

- The absence of an efficient and authorized system or program exacerbates these activities, necessitating legislative steps to prevent further 

deterioration. 

Legislative Measures: 

- Efforts should be directed towards efficient legislative steps to control improper drug disposal, ensuring public health and safety. 

- The Drug Take Back Programme, as well as other disposal systems like mail drops and medicine drop boxes, needs to be made efficient and 

functional in India. 

- While provisions for pharmaceutical industry waste disposal exist in the Biomedical Waste Management Rules 2016, specific and effective 

provisions for household drug disposal and public education are lacking [26]. 

In conclusion, immediate and effective measures are essential to prevent the degradation of the environment and public health due to improper drug 

disposal practices in India. 
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Fig. 1 - Disposal methods 

Objectives 

• Demote to body text The primary objective of this study was to investigate how the general public handles the disposal and storage of 

antibiotics that are unused or expired. 

• Ensuring the proper disposal of antibiotics is crucial for maintaining environmental safety and promoting participation in drug take-back 

programs. 

Methodology 

This study employed a rigorous methodology, employing specific inclusion and exclusion criteria. Inclusion criteria focused on articles exclusively 

addressing practices related to the use and management of unused antibiotics, while exclusion criteria filtered out irrelevant articles. A thorough literature 

search utilized reputable sources like PUBMED, WHO, FDA, and Google Scholar. Identified articles underwent meticulous evaluation for relevance to 

the study's objectives. Selected articles were read, critically assessed, and their findings were meticulously interpreted and synthesized to present a 

cohesive summary, offering valuable insights into prevailing practices related to unused antibiotics in the healthcare domain. 

Future prospective 

This review can be extended to a larger span to derive the best conclusions to present to the public and the government for necessary interventions. 

Conclusion 

A significant number of individuals are engaging in improper drug disposal practices, with a lack of awareness about the potential consequences of 

antibiotic resistance. Moreover, a considerable portion of the population is uninformed about the existence of drug take-back systems or other secure 

methods for disposing of drugs. Thus, there is an urgent requirement to raise awareness regarding antibiotic resistance and to establish initiatives like the 

drug take-back program, along with other safe drug disposal systems. 
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